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Know how StackBill leveraged the capabilities of CloudStack to
help one of the biggest Data Centers in China to offer public
cloud-like features on a private model in 17 different locations.

CUSTOMER BACKGROUND
The client is a leading provider of IT infrastructure
solutions for large enterprises through their Data
Centers spread across China. The client has
implemented the latest version of cloudStack to
provide cloud solutions to their clients and to automate
and streamline some of their processes with 3'rd party
integrations.
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CUSTOMER
CHALLENGES

01

Lack of 3'rd party enterprise-grade billing
support integration,

02

Manual Invoicing,

03

No Chargeback. Options

04

Manual Monitoring & Backup by the System Ops team.

05

06

07

No way to integrate Microsoft AD/LDAP integration for
RBAC features with Enterprise AD.

Lack of project/budget and cost Governance per project.

Lack of Multi-regional support and high license cost with
commercial products like VMware/Citrix etc.
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STACKBILL
Adoption
3'rd Party Integration.
Provide their clients with any 3'rd party billing
applications provided with REST API support.
Complete
automation
of
Invoicing
and
Chargeback for customers.

Autoscale & Advance Monitoring
With the integration of advanced monitoring,
customers now can monitor their VMs/Containers
and auto-scale them to any level based on their
requirements to ensure there is no single point of
failure.

Microsoft AD/LDAP Integration
RBAC is now enabled by integrating the feature
with Stackbill with complete control over the
cloud resources with on-premises Enterprise AD.
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STACKBILL(cmp)
Helped on
Budget Manager
Cost Estimation / Budget Management and
alerting feature in Stackbill helps customers to
set up budgets to manage the cost governance
over their projects.

License & Multi-Regional Support
Since Apache CloudStack is an open source
technology, customers no longer need to
purchase any product licenses to get the same
core functionality, customizable options, and
multi-regional deployment and management.
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